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EDITOR'S NOTE

Staff

Behind the
Editor's Desk
Agriculture
Changes
Around the
World
Agriculture has seen many changes throughout its history as
horse-drawn equipment has been replaced by power-driven machinery, allowing farmers to increase the number of acres they can
harvest. Now they not only produce enough food to feed their
families, but farmers feed the nation.
History continues to be made in agriculture throughout the
world. Take a look inside this issue to discover how drastically
agriculture in the Soviet Union has changed in just a few short
months. You will also find articles comparing farming methods in
the United States to farming methods in other countries, such as
China and Japan.
In addition to the feature stories about the changes taking place
in agriculture around the world, each issue will contain a section
addressing government and agriculture, alternative agriculture
and professional development. We also have added new departments to our magazine, including alumni spotlights and ISU club
highlights.
The Iowa Agriculturist sees our magizine as a service to you,
the students in the College of Agriculture at Iowa State University.
We welcome any suggestions you have for our magazine. Send
your comments about this issue or the things your would like to see
in future issues to the Iowa Agriculturist office at 16E Hamilton
Hall.
Thanks for reading,

Shannon Fesenmeyer, editor
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Ethanol Provides Future
Fuel Source
by Amy Peters

Henry Ford called it the "fuel of
the future."
Kentucky woodsmen called it
"moonshine."
Today, ethanol is being called an
answer to the country's foreign oil addiction and its declining environmental state.
"The growth of ethanol-blended fuels has been remarkable in the last
years," said Stephen Marley, professor of agricultural engineering. Ethanol-blended fuels, most commonly 10
percent ethanol and 90 percent gasoline, account for eight percent of the
total fuel market today. While this
may seem like a small percentage, it is
important to realize that 36 percent of
the country's oil consumption is
through automobiles. Using ethanol
in vehicles decreased the amount of oil
imported into the United States by
more than 30 million barrels in 1989.
Another part of the increased de-
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mand for ethanol has been generated
by the Clean Air Act. This Federal
legislation requires cities to cut down
on the amount of pollution their automobiles pump into the atmosphere.
Lucy Norton, domestic market devel-

... ethanol released
49 percent less
carbon dioxide than
gasoline.
opment director of the Iowa Corn Promotion Board, said that there are more
than 40 major cities that do not meet
the Clean Air Act's standards. "As a
result, ethanol has an opportunity for
growth," she said.
Adding ethanol to gasoline creates

an oxygenated fuel. Norton said that
ethanol has a higher amount of oxygen
than any additive available today. The
more oxygen a fuel has, the less carbon
monoxide it produces. A 10 percent
ethanol blend contains 3.7 percent
oxygen, which can cut carbon monoxide emissions by 25 percent.
Using ethanol can also help cut back
on the amount of carbon dioxide that is
released into the air. A Congressional
Research Service Study said that ethanol released 49 percent less carbon
dioxide than gasoline. Norton said
these factors can help lead to a doubling, or even tripling, of the demand
for ethanol as the country becomes
more environmentally conscious.
Corn has played a major role in the
production of the alcohol-based fuel.
Ethanol is derived from a biomass
source, such as corn, through the process of fermentation. Although other
sources of biomass exist from which
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ethanol could be obtained, such as
wood, sugar beets and manure, corn
currently supplies 90 percent of all
ethanol.
"One reason is that Iowa grows a
lot of corn," Marley said. Iowa is the
second largest ethanol supplier in the
United States. In 1989, it produced 22
percent of the country's ethanol. The
state processes 220,000 bushels ofcorn
daily into the fuel.
Norton said that corn is an important source of ethanol because of its
abundant supply, but also pointed out
that another advantage is the starch
content of corn. Starch is easily converted to ethanol. The average yield of
ethanol per bushel of corn is 2.5 gallons.
The continued use of ethanol could
mean a lot for Iowa's economy. During
the last 12 years, the demand for corn
to produce ethanol has jumped from 4
million bushels to nearly 80 million
bushels a year. Since 1979, the number of gallons of ethanol produced has
increased from 10 million gallons to
850 million gallons. A study by the
Illinois Corn Grower's Association indicated that every 100 million bushels
of corn used in ethanol raises the price
of a bushel of corn four to six cents.
Already, $870 million has been generated in economic activity.
Although to many people ethanol is
the perfect solution for energy in the
future, it still has its share of skeptics.
Environmentalists tend to question
the feasibility of the fuel and its effect
on the environment. "The problem I
see as an environmental educator, at
least with grain-based alcohol," said
Thomas Tanner, professor of environmental studies at ISU, "is that if it
makes the same kind of demands on
our soil resources that we are now
making in the way we grow corn and
soybeans, it can't be regarded as renewable."
Soil degradation is only one in a
long list of concerns that are v.oiced
about the production and use of ethanol. Some also feel that using corn as
a base for the fuel depletes a feed
source.
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Norton claims that these arguments
are "incorrect." She said she feels
ethanol has "a long way to go" before
soil degradation could be seen as a
problem. "We traditionally have the
capability to produce more corn than
there is a market for," she said.
She also explained that in the fermentation process when the ethanol is
removed, only the starch portion of the
corn is used. The leftover material is
still corn that can be used for consumer products, such as corn oil and
syrup. The corn can also be used as a
cattle feed after the ethanol has been
produced. This high-protein feed
source could have the potential to restore the cattle feeding industry in
Iowa.
Economics are also playing a big
part in keeping ethanol use from meeting expectations. "Ethanol can't compete with $1.25 gallon gas," Marley
said. He said that current corn prices
put ethanol at a price close to $2.00 a
gallon. A six-cent federal excise tax
exemption for ethanol-blended gasoline is helping to keep ethanol in competition with its gasoline counterpart,
but this aid is scheduled to run out in
1993.
While ethanol's role in the future is
important, it is a limited one. "It will
help stretch things," Marley said, "but
it won't have a large impact." This is
because if all of the available corn crop
was used in ethanol production, only
"three billion gallons of ethanol could
be made," Marley said. This would
meet less than 20 percent of fuel
consumption needs at their current
rates.
Ten years ago, there was no ethanol
market. Marley now calls the market
"significant." The ethanol industry
consumes approximately 300 million
bushels of corn a year and produces
almost 900 million gallons of cornbased fuel. While experts agree that
ethanol isn't the whole answer to the
complicated problems that are facing
the country, it is going to play a major
part in cutting back the nation's dependency on the harmful and rapidly
decreasing supply of fossil fuels.

FACTS ABOUT

ETHANOL

• In 1989, 360 million bushels
of corn were processed into
ethanol nationwide.
• The ethanol produced in
1989 reduced oil imports
by more than 30
million barrels.
• Iowa supplied 22 percent of
the com-derived ethanol
sold in the U.S.during 1989.
• Iowa is the second largest
supplier of ethanol in the
U.S.
• Iowa processes 220,000
bushels of corn DAILY into
ethanol.
• Ethanol helps lower carbon
monoxide emissions from
most cars by more than 25
percent.
•Every gallon of ethanol
produced generates $4 in
economic activity.
• During the last 12 years, the
demand for corn by Iowa's
ethanol producers
has grown from 4 million
bushels to nearly 80 million
bushels annually.
• Every auto manufacturer
approves the use of 10 percent ethanol blends in their
owners' manuals.
• Ethanol helps prevent
gasoline freeze in the winter.
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Sustainable Ag Provides
Alternatives for Efficiency
by Greg Vincent

Photo courtesy of Rick Exner
A group of Iowa farmers is leading with 1,000 acres. "It's
the way toward farming practices of a personal decision for
the future . The practical farmers of the
individual
Iowa (PFI) is dedicated to preserving farmer," he said.
agriculture and finding more efficient
One concern Exner
ways of farming in the future.
said people have about
PFI is a group of innovators and sustainable agriculearly a.d opters, said Iowa State Agrono- ture is the effect on
mist and Director of Field Demonstra- the local economies.
tions for PFI Rick Exner. "It's going to Some people fear suspoint the way in some regards for a tainable agriculture
larger number of farmers to pick up on will be the death oflopractices and technologies later on cal economies because
down the line."
of lost inputs.
Sustainable agriculture is the main
"On the other hand," Exner said,
focus ofPFI members who believe farm- "there will be new jobs related to crop
ing can be done more efficiently. In a scouting, the late-spring nitrate test,
report from Iowa State Extension, and other high-management practices.
former PFI president, Ron Rosman More diversification on the farm could
said, "Our goals are to lower input require more local agricultural supcosts, do less harm to the environ- port industries."
ment, do less harm to ourselves and
PFI was started in 1985 as a way for
increase our net return."
farmers to communicate with each
There has been some common other and university researchers about
ground found between the farmer who more efficient farming methods, Exner
is trying to limit the input usage and said. The group decided the best way
the person trying to sell the farmers for farmers to communicate was
those inputs, Exner said. But people through first-hand experience.
should not think because input costs
In 1987, PFI began holding field
are lowered that the savings will auto- day trials on cooperating members
matically take place.
farms. The trials are designed for
"There may be lower purchased in- members to use conventional equipputs," Exner said, "but on the principle ment and provide reliable information
of'no free lunch,' usually if you reduce that can answer farmers questions,
purchased inputs you have to increase Exner said. Individual farmers keep
your management inputs."
track of the data themselves and demA farmer can save money on a per onstrate their trials for other PFI memacre basis by using some alternative bers.
practices. However, Exner said just
One common practice being exambecause dollars are saved, the extra ined by PFI members is narrow strip
management involved could over- intercropping. This method involves
shadow the amount of money saved. planting multiple crops in parallel rows
An option for the farmer with 200-300 in the same field. An intercropped
acres and more time, may not be an field may include a strip of corn, a strip
option for the farmer down the road
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of beans and a strip of oats or another
crop, Exner said. This continues
throughout the rest of the field.
Where corn and beans are intercropped, the corn may show yield increases of 15-20 bushels per acre in
the outer rows of the strips. Bean
yields also can benefit from intercropping. The corn can act as a windbreak
for the beans and prevent stress in the
beans. Field trials in Nebraska have
shown definite windbreak benefit, said
Exner.
Stripcropping can also reduce water erosion. The variation of crops can
shorten the length of slopes, and that
reduces the erosive capacity of runoff,
said Exner. "In a field of corn, beans
and alfalfa, snow may melt off the
bean ground one day, corn the next,
and in the next couple of days it may
melt off the alfalfa stuble." This avoids
the snow melting at one time.
Sustainable agriculture is still relatively new and it is still being experimented with but Exner said, "With
good management we can see what the
benefit is."
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Consumers
Demand Taste,
Not Fat
by Amy Peters

WAR,NING: Studies have shown that the hamburger you
are about to eat may cause serious illnesses, such as
cancer and heart disease.

Although the above warning doesn't actually appear on
meat products, Americans are becoming increasingly aware
that this country's traditional meat-centered diet could be
hazardous to their health. In recent years, a link has been
found to exist between heart disease, certain types of
cancer and the amount of saturated fat and cholesterol
consumed. Because fat and cholesterol are found almost
exclusively in meat, few find it surprising that the United
States has one of the highest rates ofreported cases of these
diseases.
This new wave of healthy eating isn't only a change for
consumers, but farmers as well. According to an article in
the September 8The Des Moines's Sunday Register, red
meat production in Iowa accounts for 11.4 percent of the
state's work force, or approximately 166,000 people. These
workers are employed in jobs such as livestock production,
feed and grain growers, or packing house workers.
The article also indicates that beef production has been
hit the hardest by the change in eating habits. In 1976, the
average American consumed 94.5 lbs of beef a year. But by
1990, that number plummeted to 67 .8 lbs. "I'm not sure
[consumption] is going to go back up tremendously," Larry
Duewer, the USDA's senior agricultural economist, said in
The Register's article.
In order for agricultural states like Iowa to stay alive as
the country's diet shifts, changes will have to be made. "To
think ofrural Iowa without animal agriculture is to present
8

ourselves with a damned desert," said Thomas Urban, chief
executive of Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc., in an
interview with The Des Moines Register.
Research is underway to reduce the fat content of meat
by breeding leaner animals. Several companies have also
begun marketing reduced-fat beef. According to an Associated Press article, one company, Healthy Choice, has
started marketing a 96 percent fat-free ground beef that
uses a fat substitute made of oat flour. The oat flour
additive makes the burger juicy, while keeping it healthy.
Substituting other products in place of meat is another
alternative. Dr. Mark Messina, from the National Cancer
Institute, sees soybeans as an important food source for
this country in the future. In an article published in Guide
to Healthy Eating~ he explains that soybeans have been
used in China for over 200 years as a major source of food.
Although the United States produces almost half of the
world's soybeans, most of them are used for animal feed.
Numerous studies indicated that replacing soy protein
with animal protein would help lower blood cholesterol
levels and decrease the risk of cancer.
Iowa could see a boom in soybean demand for human
consumption if the idea catches on. Soy products, such as
tofu and tempeh, are being incorporated in American
dishes that have the flavor, but not the fats, that people
want.
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Students Learn About
Career Opportunities
By Caririe Jorgenson

It is important to Golden Harvest to
recruit "quality" students from top
schools, said Wendy Martin, communications diretor for Golden Harvest
T a b l e s filled with brochures
Hybrids!I'he J .C. Robinson Seed Comand business cards lined the walls of
pany. "Iowa State is considered to be
the Great Hall ofthe Memorial Union.
one of the top schools."
Iowa State University students chatKen Fleming, corporate employted excitedly with professional-lookment manager for Excel Corp., agreed
ing men and women. Some students
that ISU is a good place to recruit. He
were dressed in suits and dresses, while
said, "It's a good school. We've had a
others were in jeans and cowboy boots.
lot of success at Iowa State."
It could only be one thing -- Ag Career
About 75 percent of the companies
Day.
that attend Ag Career Day come every
Ag Career Day, which was held
year, Bruene said. Many of the comNov. 12, gave students the opportupanies that come each year don't have
nity to meet informally with representheir corporate offices in Iowa. Howtatives from various companies and
ever, he said, "A very high percentage
organizations. ·
have Iowa connections and Iowa opRoger Bruene, agriculture placeerations."
ment officer, said Ag Career Day is an
Although most companies do not
opportunity for students to "learn about
actively recruit at Ag Career Day,
different organizations ...and different
Bruene said both the companies and
career paths."
the students benefit from it. "A lot of
Iowa State University has the larggood contacts are made," he said. These
est ag career day in the country with
contacts may eventually result in an
over 100 companies and organizations
internship, summer employment or
represented. About 2,000 people atpermanent employment.
tend Ag Career Day each year, includ"Even though they may not be acing students, faculty, staff and comtively recruiting, chances are, there
munity college students who are inwill be opportunities for graduates with
terest ed in transferring to ISU.
their organization," Bruene said.
Bruene said the reason Ag Career
Fleming said he thinks ofAg Career
Day is so large is because of the stuDay as an "information exchange," not
dents. "They [the companies] like
as a chance to recruit seniors.
them. The Iowa State University stuGolden Harvest likes to take a difdent is in demand."
ferent approach to Ag Career Day,
Bruene said he has no doubts that
Martin said. "We get ahead of the
companies are attracted to ISU begame by getting to t alk to some of the
cau se of the students. "They like the
younger students while we're on camprograms we have here, and the qualpus."
ity of students that go here," he said.
There are several things ISU stu-
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dents should ask comany representatives while at Ag Career Day or any
other time, Bruene said.
Freshmen and sophomores should
ask what kinds of courses they should
take, said Bruene. Students sometimes avoid taking a course because it
is hard, he said, but quite often it is a
course companies want their employees to have taken.
Bruene also suggested asking about
what types of work experience companies look for. This work experience
can be a summer job, part-time work
during school or an internship. He
said students should ask what types
of leadership skills companies are
looking for in prospective employees
and what the job market for the company looks like for the next six months
to one yar.
When companies are recruiting,
they look for "balance," Bruene said.
The "balance" includes academics,
work experience and leadership skills.
Academics includes getting good
grades, and taking courses in different
areas.
Students should take advantage of
work experience, even it if is not an
internship. "Work experience that isn't
labeled 'internship' is "just as valuable," Bruene said.
Development of leadership skills is
also very important, he said. Companies look to see what students have
taken advantage of while they're at
ISU.
"Companies look for how well you
are balanced in those three areas "
said Bruene. "It's a blend of doing the
best you can."
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Soviet Change: Technology is the
Key
by Natalie Knudson

Disorientated and confused after spending 24 hours traveling more
than 5,000 miles from the Soviet Union, Andrei Mesherin walks
through the darkness and climbs into the back seat of a stranger's car.
This is his welcome to America.
The country, lifestyle and agriculture that Andrei, or Andrew, will
experience during his 107-day stay in Iowa will present more conflicts
than resolutions, more technology than applications, and more questions than answers.
Yet in the Soviet Union as well as in America, the goal of agriculture
is the production of food. The production of food necessary to sustain
life.
At 27, with a degree in agricultural engineering, Andrew is the
manager of a private cooperative in the Soviet Union. His co-op, one
of only 18 in the Soviet Union, was created by Mikhail Gorbachev
approximately 18 months ago to service the agricultural needs of
private farmers. The co-op Andrew manages is located 35 miles
northeast of Moscow.·
Andrew works to help his co-op serve the agricultural needs 40 to
50 private farmers, each owning 50 hectares (approximately 125
acres), and 35 to 40 workers on a rent farm. Rent farms are tracts of
1,000 to 1,200 acres which are rented from the state by up to 40
individual tenants. The farmers in the co-op association also control
2,000 head of dairy cattle.
"I make our business-difficult work. I try to find everything/ '
Andrew said. "I find machines, I find trucks, I find agricultural goods,
I find new workers, I find money. This is different [from Iowa co-ops.]"
Soviet co-ops are owned by the workers, he explained.
U .S. co-ops are "owned by the members they serve," as the slogan
says. Co-op members, usually farmers, pay a one-time membership
fee for the partnership in the co-op. The c6-op then operates to serve
the needs of its members through seed sales, fertilizer application,
grain storage, fuel service and livestock feeds. If the coop operates at
a profit, each member receives a dividend based on the amount of his
patronage.
"For now, I cannot build cooperative like Iowa. Maybe next in
10
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Russia,[there will] be competition, new company, private company," Andrew said.
While staying in Iowa, Andrew is learning our
cooperative system through his host, Steve Huck
of Ames. Huck is a grain market development
specialist with the Heart of Iowa Co-ops. With
seven locations in Story County, the Heart of
Iowa Co-op serves as Andrew's host agribusiness.
"He always wants to know why we do this or
that at the co-op," said Larry 'Boze' Banks, onsite grain manager at the Roland Heart of Iowa
Co-op. "He learns real fast-he's a lot smarter

"Things we take for granted, they don't
have, " said Boze.
"He made my eyes open up."

than he lets on."
Andrew is not your typical Russian "bear"
from a Rocky movie. His slight frame and quiet
manner are in direct contrast with the propaganda image popular in this country. "I imagined him to be a big, heavyset guy who'd throw
down a couple ofvodkas and do a Russian dance "
'
Boze said. "He's totally different than you'd
think. He's kinda shy but friendly."
Andrew was chosen to come to the United
States as part of the Soviet-U.S./Iowa
Agribusiness Exchange. The program brought
25 Soviets involved in some form of private
agriculture or agribusiness to Iowa to work with
their counterpart in private industry.
The idea for the exchange program came from
Iowa Congressman Neil Smith and Alexandr
Nikonov, president of the Lenin All-Union Academy of Agricultural Sciences of the USSR. The
program is administered through the Center for
Agricultural and Rural Development at Iowa
State University, in cooperation with the Lenin
Academy. Funding for the program is provided
by the U.S. Information Agency and the Iowa
International Development Foundation, said Richard Selby, project manager.
One of the strong points of the program, Huck
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said, is to "offer as many dishes as possible on the
buffet table, give a broad exposure." At the co-op,
Andrew has worked at the grain scale, weighing,
testing and routing grain, traveled with commercial truckers hauling grain to the terminals in
Cedar Rapids and Des Moines, dumped incoming
grain from farmers, learned warehouse recordkeeping and procedure, and talked with the coop's petroleum purchaser to understand how,
where and when fuel purchases are made and
how retail prices are set.
"Things we take for granted, they don't have,"
said Boze. "He made my eyes open up."
"You have everything here-computers, telephones, information system, government program," Andrew said, " But I would like to take to
Russia your organization and structure of cooperative and some infrastructures. I cannot take
your computer, your information service. I have
just a telephone [back home] and contact other
co-op managers."
Andrew keeps a notebook to write down things
he doesn't understand. "He makes notes in private; he listens to everyone," Huck said. "He's
always jotting down notes at work. He has piles
and piles of notes at home."
"Being a host is more difficult than I anticipated," Huck said. "It takes a lot of patience and
personal energy. When you're a host person,
you're living your life with them. I have trouble
with my patience. When I come unglued, we all
become nervous. I have a hard time with this
because I should be in control of myself."
As Andrew's host, Huck felt the most important thing was to help him understand the English language as a step toward understanding
America's mind set. "He has to know how we
think and how we value things, and how we take
risk," Huck said. "I want him to know how we
think."
Before the Soviet exchange participants came
to America, they attended a three month-course
in English through the Lenin Academy. When
you talk to Andrew, Huck said, he has to hear in
English, translate the words to Russian, understand them and find his answer in Russian, then
translate it back into English to answer you.
"When he's tired, it is hard to talk to him," Huck
said.
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An example of the problems
associated with language understanding involves the definition
of private land ownership in the
Soviet Union.
"Private farms, now land belongs to State. State sell land
cheap-for now farmer pay
taxes, not big taxes. But now
farmers rent their land from government, but some farmers they
have document where he is
owner ofthis land," Andrew said.
"Many commissions, these commissions manufacture many
documents."
The Soviets do not own land
the same way Americans do, said
Neil Harl, professor of economics at ISU. "They can buy it, but
they're getting the right of inheritance only." Soviet ideology
conflicts with the idea of private
ownership, he said, and Soviets
feel that by selling land they are
selling the country.
Andrew wants to see everything American and do everything American, Boze said. "It
was embarrassing for me when
he came to spend a day with me
and my family. Here I am just a
worker, and I have a large house.
Andrew, his wife and two kids
live in a flat with two rooms and
a bathroom that was the size of
my kitchen and dining area."
When Boze asked Andrew if
he was jealous, Andrew replied
that was the way of life and
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someday living standards would
be like that for him. Andrew
said he was used to the difference and that was the problemeveryone was used to it.
Most people in the Soviet
Union do not understand how a
market economy works. Since
the Russian Revolution in 1917,
Soviets have lived under a centrally planned economy without the freedom of individual
choice. A free market economy
has never existed in the Soviet
Union. Many young people understand how a market economy
should work, but older people
like the old system of small
wages and small prices, Andrew
said. "Younger man like business like yours and work hard
to get big money."
The average American
spends less than 12 percent of
his income for food. But in the
Soviet Union, food prices have
increased over 130 percent for
milk and butter since April, and
meat prices have doubled, according to
the
World
Agribusiness Report, September, 1991.
"I can go to market and spend
all my money for food," Andrew
said. "If I would like to buy
everything, shirt, shoes, I can
subtract little money from [the
food budget]. I spend my money
for food in Russia. We don't
have same choice, same life [as

Americans.]"
"I want him to experience
choice,'' Huck said. Americans
choose what they want to do,
what they want to buy, where
they want to live and where
they want to travel, he said.
Andrew can't understand
how Americans can move from
place to place without police
control, Huck said. "He couldn't
believe the police couldn't just
walk up to you on the street and
make you prove who you are."
"This is what I'm getting from
this-[ a feeling for] all these
things we take for granted,"
Huck added.
The second step of the exchange program is designed to
show Americans exactly what
life in the Soviet Union is like.
Americans now serving as hosts
are beinginvited to spend three
weeks to eight months in the
Soviet Union, said project manager Selby. They will stay in
the homes of the current exchange members they are hosting, if possible, he said. Next
year, the exchange program
hopes to host an additional 250
Soviets in America.
Andrew says more exchanges
need to take place in order for
the two peoples to understand
each other's needs. What the
Soviet Union needs now is technology and competition, he said.
"We don't have same plant or
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factory like John Deere and International. They manufacture
every tractor, small, bigger, biggest for any purpose for any area.
In Russia, [all] are same size
agricultural machine."
Privatization and competition
are the cornerstones of a free
market economy. However, establishment of private businesses is difficult without incentives to foreign investors and
a stable system ofhard currency.
Andrew is a realist, almost a
pessimist, when it come to predicting the speed of changes in
his country, Huck said. "He
doesn't want to learn things that
he judges aren't applicable. It's
like teaching a person to ride a
bicycle who will never have a
bicycle."
Huck tapes the Soviet news
broadcasts from CNN for Andrew to watch in the evenings.
When Andrew interprets the
news to be negative, he becomes
withdrawn and will only say that
the news is bad, very bad, Huck
said. "He personally is very concerned and uncertain about his
home and his own life," he added
"The country they go back to is
going to be different from the
one they left."
Meeting someone from a totally different place, can be exciting. "But we're just like each
other-just two human beings,"
Boze said. "He's just so easy to
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get along with-like a person
down the street or a relative
you don't see for awhile."
But even strangers can become good friends.
"If everybody was real
friendly like that, we'd have no
problems in the world," Boze
said. "I'm going to miss him
when he goes. Being so far
away, I'll probably never see
him again."

Good
friends!
We're proud of the many
Iowa State graduates who
have contributed much to
our continuing success.
Good people and good
products have long been a
hallmark of Kent Feeds.
SeeyourKentFeedsDea/er
for all your livestock feed and
pet food needs.
"Dedicated to the same o/' grind."

Looking for a Job with a Future
Here's a real opportunity for a person with ambition who enjoys
working with dairymen and ranchers. Above average earnings,
exclusive territory, no seasonal layoffs.

An opportunity for prosperity and security.

21·1>-c~;~"~;.encs·
: - -Shawano, Wisconsin 54166 ·Phone 715-526-2141
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Soviet Students Experience
Iowa Ag
by Rhonda Franck and Sheryl Janko

Pizza and rock 'n' roll are things
that college students take for granted
but to Russian foreign exchange students they are newly found treasures.
Taras Kopul, 22 , and Gennady
Dodov, 22, from the southern region of
the Russian Republic, are visiting Iowa
for three months to learn more about
agriculture. Their trip is being jointly
sponsored by the Iowa 4-H and FFA
Foundations. Kopul and Dodov are
among seven Russian college students
and one professor fron the Georgiesvek
Farmer's School in Stavropol, Iowa's
sister state in the Soviet Union, who
arrived in the U.S. on September 16.
"Visiting America is a dream come
true for me," said Dodov, who is staying with Varlen and Fern Carlson in
Stanhope, Iowa. Dodov has been helping the Carlsons and their two sons
with their 1, 400 acre row crop and hog
operation.
The international exchange program that brought Kopul and Dodov to
Iowa focuses on matching the interests of the Russian students with the
operations of production agriculture
families. "It allows both the exchange
students and host families to learn
about agriculture from a new perspective," said Wayne Nattress, executive
director of the Iowa FFA Foundation.
The Iowa 4-H and FFA organizations have been working together for
more than two years to arrange an
agricultural exchange with the Soviet
Union. "Both organizations believe in
the education of young people and the
development of agriculture ...so we've
come together. It's been a long process, but I'm really excited to see that
we've accomplished it," said Katie
14
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Baumgarn, program assistant for
Youth and 4-H international programs.
The exchange students hope to take
the things they learn about American
agriculture home with them to the
Soviet Union and tell others about
their experiences.
Dodov, who studies agricultural
mechanics in the Soviet Union, is finding many similarities between Russian and American agriculture. "He
has been adapting to our operation
very well," said Varlan Carlson. "He
has become an asset."
Carlson points to a lawn mower
that Dodov has recently fixed as an
example. Dodov smiles with the
satifaction of his accomplishment.
"He's responsible for doing daily hog
chores as well as helping with the field
work," Carlson said. Dodov has been
able to communicate minor differences
between Soviet and American harvesting methods. "He tells us that they
pick corn by the ear, and we shell it
within the combine," he said.
Dodov enjoys driving the tractors.
"When we get in a tractor after he has
been driving, the music is blaring,"
said Carlson. Dodov is a big rock 'n'
roll fan and is not used to the stero
sound systems found in the Carlsons'
tractors.
"Music good ...very good," he said
with a heavy Russian accent and a
grin.
Taras Kopul is also enjoying American traditions. According to his host
parents, Lurlin and Connie Hoelscher
of Williams, Iowa, Kopul loves pizza
and enjoyed their recent trip to
AdventurelandPark inAltoona,Iowa.
"He used to carry his Russian-EnFall 1991

Hoelscher. "He catches on easily and
loves to learn by getting involved with
the farm."
Kopul helps haul harvested corn
and beans in from the Hoelscher's
2,000 acre farm. "I want to be an
agriculture teacher," said Kopul who
intends to share what he learns in
the U.S. with Soviet students when
he begins to teach.
In addition to knowledge about
American agriculture, the exchange
students are learning about rural family life in Iowa. "International exchange programs provide families to
have a cultural exchange. They realize that people from other countries
are no different that they are," said
Baumgarn.'
The Carlsons agree. It is exciting to
watch Dodov learn from us, but it's
even more rewarding to learn from
Gennady Dodov,
him," said Fern
Carlson, "It's not
everyday you have
another part of the
world in your home."
Connie Hoelscher
said, "Having Taras
stay with us, has
allowd us to learn
more about the Soviet Union. Its been
especially good for
our children to be exposed to someone
form another culture."
The Hoelscher family includes Betsy

and Robert, students at Iowa State
University, Doug, 14, and Leann, 11.
"Leann likes to spend time communicatingwith Taras," said Connie. "He's
learning English, but she is also learning Russian."
The cooperative effort of two of
Iowa's strongest youth organizations
will lead to hosting another delegation from the Soviet Union this
spring. "It will be a good experience
for them to get involved during the
planting season in Iowa," said
Nattress.
The 4-H and FFA organizations
also are making plans to send delegates from Iowa to the Soviet Union
to learn about agriculture for six weeks
during the summer of 1992.
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GOVERNMENT AND AGRICULTURE

Jumps In Milk Prices
Trigger New Bill
by Dawn Hovey

Due to drastic jumps in milk prices
and a growing concern for stable markets, a new milk pricing system has
been introduced in Congress.
Currently dairy producers are paid
according to the support price set by
the government based on the amount
of surplus dairy products in the country. Producers also receive component
incentives based on butterfat and
protein.However, the new pricing system sets a minimum support price for
milk.According to a summary of the
Milk Inventory Management Act of
1991, the proposed plan calls for an
increase in thesupport price to $12.60
per hundredweight in 1992 and
1993from-the current price of $10.10.
This price will then dropto $12.10 in
1994 and $11.60 in 1995.
Producers will be given a base for
milk marketed according to the amount
of milk each individual farmer marketed in previous years. According to
the Milk Inventory Managment Act,
the base will be in accordance with the
Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC),
setting buying limitations of 5 billion
pounds of dairy products per year. A
dairy inventory management board
will be created to deal with surplus
above the 5 billion pound limit.
However, many specialists say there
a few catches in the plan. Dr. Marj
Faust, a dairy specialist for Iowa State
University
Extension ,
said, "[Government] adminstration has
said they would veto theplan if passed
in Congress."
Among those finding holes in the
proposal was the Office of Management and Budget in Washington, D .C.
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In a letter to the chairman of the
Agriculture Committee who developed
the plan, the department stated, "Enactment [of the proposal] would not be
in accord with the President's program."
Some of the OMB's main concerns
are the increased production costs of

milk due to limiting the production in
resource-rich areas and no limitation
in others; increased production in the
Southeast causing a surplus which in
turn harms allproducers across the
U.S.; the price increase food assistance
programs could see; and the hindering
of starting a dairy production operation.
Many specialists worry that the
new plan will hurt the dairy industry's
growth, said Faust. With the proposed
limitations, expansion is definitely out
without losing a considerable profit.
In addition, the new plan will
hinder any plans of new dairies starting from scratch. Dairy Today's June/
July articlestated the plan "runs

against the grain of [our] promarketAdministration."
Consumers also need to be aware of
how the new plan may affect the dairy
markets. Faust said specialists feel
thetwo-tier plan will increase the cost
of milk production andcause the dairy
industry to be less competitive
oninternational markets. It also will
raise the price of dairy products in
domestic markets.
Dairy Profit Weekly surveyed farmers across the U.S. to gain their insights on the two-tier pricing plan. It
showed heavy support throughout the
country. However, the survey also
found producers did not know many of
the details to the proposal. After explaining the plan, acceptance decreased.
Iowa's dairy industry members did
not support the plan, finding many
flaws in it. Stacy Chapman, a sales
and service technician for 21stCentury
Genetics, feels the plan will be "a
nightmare to administer." He also
said, "[The plan] takes away the incentive for dairy farmers to improve."
Loren Wille, an ISU student planning to farm after graduating in May,
questions the availability of getting a
base price for a new dairy person. "I
plan on going home to work at raising
our [his family's herd] herd average. If
the base price is set at what we are
producing now, I will have no financial
reasons to improve our average." Wille
also felt the plan needed to cover the
entire U.S. instead of excluding the
Southeast.
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ISU Students Explore
New Way of Life
by Ann Marie Degnan

Some students spend their summers working on the family farm and
preparing for their county fair, while
other students visit Europe helping
Soviet women pick cucumbers in the
fields and learning about their Republic.
For four weeks this past summer
five students from Iowa State University traveled to the Soviet Union for a
program offered through the Iowa State
University International Agricultural
Travel Office.
"It was quite fascinating. It was a
very in-depth, well presented program.
They showed us the best that they had
and we learned a great deal," said
John Chism, a senior in ag-business,
who was part of the group.
Other Iowa State students involved
in the trip were: Patti Bowie, a senior
in animal science; Brian Carver, a
freshman in agronomy; and Cathy
Deppe, a freshman in ag-education.
Elizabeth Tesdall, a Russian major
from the University of Illinois, attending summer school at Iowa State, was
also with the group, Chism said.The
Iowa State International Ag-Travel
Office has an exchange agreement with
the Ukrainian Agricultural Academy
in Kiev, where the students stayed
and spent ,most of their time, Chism
said.
The group left for the Soviet Union
on July 14th and returned August 18th.
They spent four days in the Russian
Republic, near Moscow, Chism said.
"The majority of the trip was spent
the Ukrainian Republic in and around
the city of Kiev," Chism said.
The mornings were spent doing
things within the academy, such as
pieet with a professor or tour a building. In the afternoons we would go out
and see greenhouses or land plots,
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'7t was quite
fascinating ...
They showed
us the best
that they
had and we
learned a
great deal. "
Deppe said.
"We toured several parts of their agindustry in the Ukraine, from truck
crops to small grain production ... all
the way down to greenhouses located
near the city," Chism said.
The area near Kiev had been suffering like northern and central Iowa had
been earlier this year. They had a very
wet spring, followed by a fairly wet
summer, Chism said.
Areas near Kiev have growing season more similar to that of northern
Minnesota, Chism said. The growing
season is much shorter and more of the
small grain wheats are produced here.
They are experimenting with some
short-season corn and soybeans, but
they are having trouble because of the
growing season and the cooler climate,
Chism said.
"There is a lot of greenhouse production," said Chism, "the city of Kiev
alone has a huge greenhouse facility
'within the city limits." Many of the
villages also have greenhouses several
acres in size, he said.
Deppe said that the greenhouses
1

they saw were much bigger than any
she has seen in Iowa.
Chism said he sees no need for the
Kiev area to be importing food. He
says the problem is that they are not
distributing it.
"Generally their levels of prod ucti vity are not as high as we are accustomed to here in the U.S., and their
ability to get their products to the
people is severely hampered by a lack
of incentive," Chism said.
The people have an incentive to do
things for themselves, but there is
very little political will, they are brainwashed in thinking that the state will
do everything for them, he said.
The group toured two different
plants that test machinery, including
some from the U.S. They found that
the tractors Iowa farmers use are often too good for them, Chism said, The
more modern tractors from the west do
not hold up with their rough roads,
hard driving and long hours.
"Their tractors are the bare bones, "
said Chism. "The tractors of the west
are not suited for the use there. They
need help researching to produce what
they need."
Deppe said it will take a long time,
probably more time than they are willing to give, to see their advancements
in technology take shape.
"I hope some day they can advance.
They want it, but they want it now,"
she said. "A lot of the people aren't
wiling to put the time in. They are
used to having it done for them."
Chism said that the people in and
around Kiev and the academy were
warm, compassionate people that
treated the group like royalty.
Students at the ag academy are
being trained to take positions at the
farms, Chism said. The university
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officials are trying to get the newest
technology for their students, but exchanges to the U.S. would greatly benefit them and allow them to see how
different operations work here.
Julie Westendorf, program coordinator in the Iowa State Ag-Travel Office, said the objectives of these exchanges is to provide an opportunity
for not only Iowa State students to
travel abroad, but to have students
come to Iowa as well.
"There are four parts of this exchange,"Westendorf said. "This summer we had students from Czechoslovakia in Iowa for five weeks, while our
students were in Kiev. Then next
summer, we will have students from
Kiev in Iowa, while other Iowa State
students travel to Czechoslovakia," she
said.
Deppe said, "It was a great learning
experience, some day I would like to go
back and visit the people we met and
see what changes occur in the next few
years.
Julie Westendorf, program coordinator of the ISU Ag Travel Course
Program, said she encourages students
interested in traveling abroad to contact her office.
1. Applications for the 1992 summer trip to Czechoslovakia are due by
December 20, 1991.
2. Requirements are: you must
be ~nd ISU student, have a strong
interest in agriculture, be under 26
years of age, (this is under compliance
with the grant money received), and
have the application completed by the
deadline, said Westendorf.
Five Iowa State students will be
selected to spend five weeks in Czechoslovakia, she said.
The department gives priority to
freshmen and sophomore students because they want students to become
involved early in their college careers
and take an interest in international
agriculture, Westendorf said.
A grant was received through the
United States Information Agency in
May of 1991, which Westendorf said
will allow students to take this trip for
$1,175. The price includes all expenses
except the cost of the passport.
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!SU delegates
to U.S.S.R.
sport their
new girfts,
official Soviet
Air
Force hats.
From left to
right are Liz
Tesdall,
Cathy Deppe,
Brian Carver,
Patti Bowie,
and John
Chism.

Soviet
peasants
lived in farm
houses like
this in the
nineteenth
century.

Photos courtesy of John Chism
Many ,.,.
cathedrals
can be seen
in the
Russian
Republic of
the
U.S.S.R.
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EDITORIAL

Lower Prices Worry Fur Farmers
by Eric Northway

As I waded down the little creek
toward my car, guided only by the light
of the slowly rising sun, I could not
help but think to myself, "Man, are you
dumb!"
My catch for the day was nil. Therefore, the packbasket that was strapped
across my back, held nothing but a
couple of traps and my shovel. My feet
were frozen on account of the thorn
that I didn't know was lodged in the
bottom of my waders. Of course, I
didn't find out it was there until I
stepped into the 35 degree water! Was
my nose still attached to my face, or
did it fall off somewhere along the
trapline? I couldn't be sure because
my hands were too cold to feel properly. I decided that it was probably
still there, so I continued on.
Finally reaching the old green Monte
Carlo, I dropped my pack and fumbled
around in my coat pocket for the keys.
Once they were safely in hand, I picked
up the pack, unlocked the door, and
threw it in the trunk. Moving toward
the driver's side door, I again began to
crucify myself. "Boy, are you an idiot!
Besides being frozen, exhausted, and
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empty handed, your doin' all this for
nothing. Even if you had caught something, the pelts are not worth a dang
thing!"
So has been the plight of many
trapper's for the last few years. The
continual decrease in fur prices has
made not only trappers, but many
other individuals who are involved in
the fur trade, stop and evaluate their
situation. Fox farmers, mink ranchers, 'coon hunters, and hunting and
trapping supply houses have all been
affected. Though it may seems like
only a small group of people are being
affected by low fur prices, economists
feel that there is a far reaching impact
to many people in the United States,
and throughout the world.
Each year, billions of dollars worth
of furs are sold here in the United
States and abroad. In Iowa alone, the
amount of money that raw furs contribute to the economy is phenomenal.
Iowa Department of Natural Resources, Furbearer Biologist, Ron
Andrews said, "In the 1990 season, the
sale of Iowa furs was $1.1 million dollars. Iowa peaked in the '79-'80 sea-

son, with a total sale of $15.5 million
dollars in fur."
The sale of a single hide can be
traced from the person who originally
dispatches the animal, to the local fur
buyer, on to an intermediate buyer,
and then most commonly, to the fur
auction houses in Canada. From there,
large quantities of hides are shipped
overseas to the two main buyers of
North American furs, Europe and the
Orient. Since the time of mountain
men, until present, Europe has been
the main importer of foreign furs, each
year doing millions of dollars wortb of
business with the U.S. and Canada.
Because of recent economic trends
in Europe, this outlet for American
furs has been gradually disintegrating. Earlier this year, the European
Economic Community passed legislation on a bill that discriminates against
the buying or trade of furs taken with
a leghold trap. Though it will not go
into effect until January 1, 1995, it is
already seen by some economists, as a
problem. Future fur trade relations
with Europe is seen to be on a dramatic
decline because of trapping methods
19

used in the U.S.
Leghold traps have been the predominate trap used in North America
for the last 150 years, each year accounting for a large percentage of all
the furs trapped. Andrews stated that
it is hard to accurately calculate the
number offurbearers taken in leghold
traps. "Somewhere around 70-80% of
the furs trapped in Iowa, with an open
winter, are taken using leghold traps.
Though that estimate may be just a
little high," he said.
In 1995, when Europe will no longer
be willing to buy leghold trapped furs,
another market will have to be found.
Those involved in the fur trade are
hoping that the Orient will pick up the
market where the Europeans left off.
Tom Krause, editor of The American
Trapper, believes that this is exactly
what will happen. "The Japanese will
take over the slack market where the
European's drop it," he said. He continued by saying, "It may take six to
eight years, but it will soon stabilize
after that."
There has been a lot of speculation
in the last year as to exactly why the
EEC has chosen to pass the trade law.
A few groups have claimed responsibility for its enactment, mainly those
associated with the animal rights
movement. They claim that because of
increased animal sentiment in Europe,
people are no longer willing to buy
furs, therefore the EEC should outlaw
the import of such. Many involved in
the fur trade see it in a different light.
In Europe, trapping is not used as a
conservation management tool because
of the small populations of furbearing
animals that are found there. Increased urbanization, and destruction
of habitat are all vital factors that
account for low furbearer populations.
Leghold traps have been outlawed in
most European countries due to their
effectiveness. Though not involved
with trapping, the Europeans produce
some of the finest pelts in the world
each year by fox farming and mink
ranching.
Because of the high number , and
quality of the pelts that are raised
each year, there is no need for Europeans to buy abroad. Without buying
foreign furs, the EEC will be able to
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monopolize all European furs, virtually controlling import fur prices after
January 1, 1995.
What started out as an economic
issue, is now an animal rights issue.
These groups are taking claim for the
enactment of the law, and low fur
prices. In much the same way, animal
rights groups are starting to get . a
strong foothold in the U.S. Groups like
PETA and the Animal Liberation
Fund, who claim to have memberships
numbering in the hundreds-of-thousands, are lobbying extensively and
using militant tactics to put a complete stop to the fur trade in North

ing exceptional animals to compensate for the loss in pelt sales. "I select
the best animals that I have and breed
them for fox shows," he said. "In doing
this, I am able to sell the foxes that are
genetically superior to other farmers
who see my foxes place high at shows,
and who also want to have a farm full
of the best foxes that they can breed."
He continued by saying, "After all,
this is not a cheap profession. When
you figure the cost of vaccine, food,
pens, and membership to groups such
as the Fur Farm Animal Welfare Coalition, Ltd., farmers want to raise the
best strains of foxes that they can, so
that they are able to make the most
profit possible."
"I enjoy the opportunity Because fur farming is almost a
profession, profit plays a vito contribute my time full-time
tal role in keeping the business alive.
Many of the people involved in the fur
and efforts for the
trade are not active solely for the
conservation of our
money. Most are simply part time
trappers, weekend raccoon and fox
natural resources."
hunters, or both. The money made
from the fur harvest always seems to
come in handy when paying gas bills
America.
or buying equipment, but it is only a
Terry Evans, a part-time fox farmer small part of the reward.
from rural Runnells, Iowa, said he has
Chris Flynn, a part-time trapper
not been hurt extensively by the low and full-time student from Keota, Iowa
fur prices, but has felt a slight impact. said, "I enjoy the opportunity to con"I currently have about 100 foxes. tribute my time and efforts for the
Before the price decrease I had around conservation of our natural resources.
175," he said,"A lot of the farmers who I also enjoy the excitement."
did it full time had to go out of busiA high percentage of the individuness. They were totally devastated by als who are involved with fur harvestthe price decrease."
ing do it as a way to help contribute to
Evans does not, however, said he conservation management practices.
doesn't see any correlation between Contrary to animal rights movement
the animal rights groups and the low views, furbearer hunting and trapfur prices in the U.S. "I believe that ping, helps to keep a large percentage
the market was simply flooded with of the animal pop4 lation in control.
pelts in the past few years, because of Without such practices, furbearing
the high prices that fur buyers were populations would expl~de above norpaying."
mal carrying capacity limits, and leave
In 1986, Evans said he was paid many animals to die needless deaths
$2,500 for an Arctic Marble fox pelt (a by way of starvation or disease. An
type of genetically produced fox), but annual harvest of the animals helps to
today he is only averaging about $50.00 control population levels, and keep
for the same type of fox. "It is not health animals alive, insuring a manbecause the Animal Rights people have ageable resource for future generaswayed people's opinion about fash- tions.
As I drove home, I thought to myion. It is because so many farmers
were raising fox five years ago that we self, "Ah, even ifthe pelts aren't worth
flooded the market, and the demand anything you are still doing something
good for the environment." But I was
simply ran out."
Today, Evans concentrates on breed- still frozen ... My heater didn't work.
Fall 1991
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Thyme for Din.ner
by Kristen A. Dill

Driving west of Ames, there is a
vision of the past or quite possibly a
new dimension. It is the 1950's, an era
once bustling with people and businesses, but today the landscape is scattered with L-shaped motels, empty
drive-ins and abandoned restaurants.
All have been replaced by in-stereo
movie theaters, high-rise hotels and
fast-food chains. However, there is
still one hometown restaurant where
you'll find eating what's on the menu
only in the 90's.
Patricia Ruble, manager of The
Broiler Restaurant in Ames, talks
about the folklore and medicinal qualities of the plants as she wanders
through the narrow paths ofsage, rosemary, mint and thyme.
"Lemon balm is great for teas, and
it cures headaches. I always give it to
my kids," Ruble says. She begins to
describe the usefulness of specific
plants for their dinner and catering
menu. The seed pods of chives look so
interesting on the side of a plate and
sweet annie smells wonderful in a garnish, explains RJole.
The idea to use fresh herbs and
vegetables for the restaurant started
many years ago when John Pfeffer,
owner of The Broiler, became interested in flowers. He said his limited
patience for mowing the lawn provoked
him to start a small garden, which he
has transformed into a large vegetable
and perennial garden.
The addition of smaller beds and
plots have aided in establishing a wonderfully landscaped yard filled with
over 100 different plants, said Pfeffer.
Two years ago, beds were installed
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along the entrance of the restaurant
and the idea of a small hobby turned
into a marketing tool. Pfeffer said he
and Ruble began to read books and
magazines to increase their knowledge on edible plants and to keep up
with the current trends in edible plants
used in the landscaping.
For Ruble, a season is actually every month and not just May through
September. She said one month might
bring a flush of yellow flowers while
the next month is abundant with a
different color. It varies month to
month in the garden and on the plates.
The incorporation of edible flowers
into the dinner menu has slowly
evolved, said Ruble. A new herbs and
spices menu includes dishes steaming
with aromas of rosemary and sage,
complimented with tastes ofsweet basil
and garlic.
Ruble said the customers have become as interested in the edibles as
they have. "Now people will talk to us
and say , 'You've got to try this winter
savory,' or 'I have a plant that would
look good in so and so.' It's trial and
error every year."
Pfeffer said it's hit and miss every
year because some plants survive, and
others don't survive the Iowa winters.
"Every spring brings surprises, such
as the dill and borage reseeding. Now
it's coming up everywhere."
The plants are used as long as possible, including all plant parts from
the flowers to stems to seeds. Chives,
for instance, are used well into December. During the winter season, however, Ruble said she finds it difficult to
create garnishes because the fresh

materials are unavailable. A greenhouse, which will provide for an abundance offresh materials year round, is
included in The Broiler's current remodeling plans.
Ruble gets really creative with the
catering menu. She said she loves to
arrange and design the dishes, while
Pfeffer occupies his time with the care
ofthe plants. Sometimes the combinations she chooses don't appeal to
Pfeffer. "I might use colored kale, and
oak leaf lettuce together with edible
mums, and John won't like the look.
So, we compromise," she said.
Ruble finds herself in the garden,
grabbing and rubbing together handfuls of leaves and flowers. She said it
helps in deciding which aromas to use
in certain dishes.
"I don't have any exact measurements, that's my secret," she said with
a smile. "Everytime I go to the garden
it's a brain teaser. What am I going to
create? What textures and colors do I
want to design with? Maybe I'll use
opal basal or green basal."
Horticulture trends have become
experimental for Pfeffer, as well as for
the customer. He said many of their
catering customers expect unique garnishes. Pfeffer and Ruble both agree
that some customers really enjoy the
folklore about the plants.
"Others are still reluctant. They're
not sure about eating it, or why it's on
their plate," said Pfeffer. "I think the
greatest obstacle is fear from the customers and getting them to try a new
dish. Some try it, and they love it, and
they tell others."
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Campaigns Launched to Improve
Image of Livestock Production
by Amy Church

''My feelings prior to and a~er the pie incident remain the
same. Animal rights activists are uneducated and it is
my job to educate them about the nutritional value of
pork, 'the other white meat'."

As livestock promotional groups
organize campaigns to improve consumer perceptions of the livestock industry, producers and agricultural students can serve as spokespeople for
the industry.
Dainna Jellings, a sophomore in
agricultural business, is one Iowa
Stater who has been targeted by animal rights activists. On June 2, a
routine appearance for Jellings became
national news.
Jellings, the Iowa Pork Queen, was
promoting pork products to children
at the 1991 World Pork Expo in Des
Moines when a member of People for
the Ethical Treatment of Animals
(PETA) shoved a non-dairy cream pie
in her face. Shortly following the incident, details were broadcast on radio
and television news. Later, newspaper headlines carried the event onto
the front pages of papers across the
nation.
The Pork Queen told the Iowa Agriculturist, "My feeling prior to and after
the pie incident remain the same.
Animal rights activists are uneducated,
and it is my job to educate them about
the nutritional value of pork, 'the other
white meat'." Jellings' responsibility
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to educate consumers is shared by livestock promotional groups, which are
informing mass audiences and schoolaged youth of the benefits of the livestock industry.
Charles Harnass, vice president of
communications for the National Pork
ProducersCouncil(NPPC)said, "PETA
certainly has gotten a lot of publicity,
but they've admitted that is what
they're after." Despite the publicity,
he said animal rights groups have made
little effect on the consumers' views of
the pork industry. In fact, pork consumption in the United States last
year increased 4.2 percent.
"However", Harnass warns, "there
is no question that consumers want
assurances that producers are treating animals humanely." Consequently,
the NPPC has focused on addressing
the animal welfare issue.
To avoid confusion between animal
welfare and animal rights, the NPPC
has clearly defined these terms. Animal welfare is "the advocacy of humane treatment of all animals," and
the NPPC stresses that "farmers historically have been among the most
ardent animal welfarists." Animal
rights has been defined by the NPPC
as "advocacy of the philosophy that all

animals have virtually the same rights
and feelings as humans." The NPPC
concludes that "some of the most ardent animal rightists believe that animals are not ours to eat, wear, or
experiment on."
The NPPC and about 30 other livestock groups have teamed up with the
Animal Industry Foundation (AIF) in
their animal welfare efforts. Based in
Washington, D.C., theAIFiscurrently
producing magazine advertisements
stressing to consumers that producers
are practicing animal welfare. Radio
spots and possible television advertisements with similar messages are
planned for the future, Harnass said.
Another facet of the NPPC's animal
welfare campaign is concerned with
improving animal well-being. In the
past few years, the organization has
spent about $900,000 of producer
check-off money to r~search livestock
management, said Harnass. Currently
$95,000 of that is being used on six
projects to determine animal stress
levels in various situations.
The NPPC is taking these new research findings directly to pork producers to ensure that hogs are receiving the best possible care. Workshops
and other programming, which will be
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available in early 1992, are being
developed by a veterinarian on the
NPPC staff, Harnass noted.
In contrast to the NPPC's efforts
to educate mass audiences, the Iowa
Cattleman's Association (ICA) has
begun targeting a specific age group.
Carol Balvanz', communications director for the ICA, said, "Although
other industry groups such as the
Iowa Cattlewomen and the Iowa
Beef Industry Council have promoted beef in schools, the Iowa
Cattleman's Association has expanded on previous efforts." They
will target elementary and junior
high students.
An educational consultant hired
by the ICA determined that work
on map-reading skills is necessary
in elementary classrooms. Thus,
the project was developed to involve geography in addition to the
benefits of beef. Professionals
trained to positively promote the
beef industry, called Mythbusters,
take the concept into elementary
schools.
A classroom visit typically begins with distribution of beef byproducts such as chewing gum or
baseball gloves to the students.
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The Mythbusters then explain the
goods' association to the beef animal
and relates map skills to the beef industry with a game. A student who
received a baseball glove may be asked
to calculate the miles from the glove's
Iowa origin to its manufacturing site
in Korea using a map.
This program has been used in Des
Moines public elementary schools for
more than one year and will gradually
move into other urban centers including Iowa City, Waterloo-Cedar Falls
and Sioux City, said Balvanz.
Another expansion of the educational programming will involve junior high health students. The curriculum being developed uses games in
educating youth about nutrition in
various foods . For example, Balvanz
said students might be asked to calculate the number of calories in a
McDonald's Big Mac.
Balvanz said that targeting youth
in these campaigns is especially important, as perceptions from one's
youth often are maintained throughout one's lifetime. She said she.is
confident that "the classroom approach
will be effective in sending the message to kids that the beef animal is
valuable."

The animal welfare issue is
not concentrated in the United
States. Livestock producers
around the world are being
forced to evaluate, and in some
cases, change theirmanagement
practices. Sweden has become a
forerunner in animal welfare by
passing the Swedish Animal
Protection Act into law in June
of 1989. Producers who do not
comply with the new law by 1994
will be shut down.
In the dairy industry, requirements of the Swedish Animal
Protection Act include:
-Mandatory pasturing for animals in summer
-Limit in hormonal use and
breeding practices that are painful to animals
-No use of electrical trainers
-A noise limit in facilities of
less than 65 decibels
Law specifications of the
Swedish law regarding pork production include:
-No clipping of needle teeth
unless necessary
-No floor feeding allowed
-Farrowings must be attended, and mechanical obstetrical instruments used only
under veterinary supervision
-Restriction of crate use, except for one week at farrowing
and one week at breeding
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Ag Travel Course is
Ticket to Learning
by Doug Beane

Twelve College of Agriculture
students from Iowa State University
saw the changing face of farming in
three Asian countries on the 1991 Ag
Travel Course.
Robert Horton, ISU associate professor of agronomy and Brad Skaar,
ISU associate professor of animal science, accompanied the students ..
The ISU Ag Travel Course group
departed from Iowa on May 23 and
flew to Tokyo. The first stop was the
Global Pig Farm near Tkasaki, Japan.
Students saw how the lack of agricultural land and natural resources have
forced the Japanese agricultural system to become more efficient, said
Skaar. For·example, the manure from
the farm goes through a process of
dehydration and a composting process, so it can be safely spread on fields
that raise food for human consumption.
Silk is also a popular crop in Japan
because silkworms don't require much
land to maintain, said Amy Brown, a
senior in animal science at ISU.
Students had the opportunity to
discuss Japan's educational system
during their two-day stay with a Japanese host family. Skaar said Japanese
students are "somber, quiet, respectful, and they won't ask questions."
While thj.s may sound like the American teacher's dream for student behavior, the Japanese are attempting
to change the system to promote create thinking. In fact, Skaar said that
Japanese want a new educational style
more like that in the United States.
Greg
Raasch, a senior in animal science,
said that agricultural education was
24

Raasch said one of the most unusual sights he saw in China was row
crops planted vertically up
mountainsides instead of contoured
around the slopes. The Chinese said
that crops planted vertically produce
higher yields because the leaves receive more sunlight and are easier to
harvest. They said that erosion was
not a concern, but Raasch disagreed.
"Environmental pollution is a big problem," he said.
Skaar also disagreed with the Chinese beliefs and said that Chinese rivers are "yellow with silt."
Even though China has problems,
Brown was positive about its future.
She said, "Chinese people work very
hard."
The ISU group also traveled to South
not held in high esteem in Japan. "The Korea. During their five-day tour in
agricultural universities did not seem Seoul, they saw how Korean farming
methods have changed since the Koto be for the top notch students."
Another difference Skaar observed rean war. Skaar said the Korean govis that Japan is becoming more inter- ernment is striving to better meet the
ested in importing agricultural prod- needs of the farmers by using a supucts from countries closer than the portive extension system.
"The Koreans gave us the impresU.S. to reduce shipping costs. Most of
Japan's pork is imported from Den- sion that they are trying to apply a lot
of the same technology that we are
mark.
After six days of touring Japan, the researching here at ISU," said Raasch.
For example, Skaar said the Kogroup flew to Beijing. During their
three-week stay in China, they ob- rean farmers are using differential ferserved that unlike Japan, change in tilizer application. Each parcel ofland
China is a slow process. "The govern- is mapped according to its nutrient
ment is proceeding slowly because most needs, and fertilizer is applied at difof the Chinese do not understand sup- ferent rates according to the soil's deficiencies.
ply and demand," said Skaar.
South Korea has a lack of arable
Because China has so much manual
land,
said Raasch, because ofthe mounlabor, he said there is little demand for
tainous
terrain. This has forced Komore mechanized, modern technology.
rean
farmers
to use land-efficient farm"Change is occurring, but China is
ing
methods,
such as hydroponics and
decades behind the United States."

'The Koreans gave
us the impression
that they are
trying to apply a
lot of the same
technology that we
are researching
here at ISU."
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Chinese farmer prepares rice paddy for planting.

Photos courtesy of Kevin Hansen

ornamental horticulture. Hydroponics is the growth of plants in water
containing dissolved inorganic nutrients instead of soil. Ornamental horticulture is a new industry in which
fresh flowers and herbs produced in
Korea are flown to Japan to be sold.
The ISU travel group ended the
1991 agtravelcourse by changing into
their swimming trunks and enjoying
the beaches of Hawaii.
Brown said, "We had the time of
our lives."
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The IS U Ag Travel group enjoys a boat ride down
the Changjiang River in China. Front left ot
right: Brad Skarr, Alayna Anderson, Robert
Horton, Amy Brown, Marcia Carlson and Joan
Crock. Back row left to right: Rick Hartman,
Greg Raasch, James Cassady, Robb Rowley, Joe
Cassady, Devon Gatewood, Kevin Hansen and
Mike Hommez.

ould you picture younelt'
havingthetimeofyour
life on the 1990 ISU travel
course to Asia? Does the proapeetreceivingcreditatlSUwhtle
traveling and observing d.ivene
agriculture and culture interest
you? It so, one of Iowa State
University's Agrieulture Traver
courses could be your ticket to
learning and adventure.
ISU offers three trips on a rotating baais:
• Dee. 26 · Jan. 11 of this aea,...
clemie year; ISU students can
learn about agriculture in
Mai.co. Costa Rieaand Eeuador.
•In the summer of 1981, I8U
students will be touring tile
United State& Even thouch this
trip will not get you a stamp in
your passport, it has been described as having the most di·
verse agriculture ofany ofthe ag
travel courses.
•Europe has gone throup
abrupt change in the last decade,
and ISU students will be seeing
the effects these upheavals have
had on farming in the summer of
1993.

•The summerof1994 takes the
ag travel course back to Asia.
The agtravel courses are~
pletely funded by students. ~
scholarships are available. ~
more information about
courses. contact the animal
enee teaching oft'lee at ZB41!-ZI
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Walter Honored for
Agribusiness Achievements
By Matt Loehrer

An Iowa State University alumnus
was recently honored by the ISU College of Agriculture Alumni Society for
his achievements in the field of
agribusiness.
Marvin J. Walter of Ames was presented the award at the Society's annual meeting, Sept. 7. Walter is the
founder and president of Carriage
House Meat and Provision Company,
Inc.; Dayton Road Development Company, Inc.; and W & G Marketing Company, Inc. He also is chairman of the
board and founder of Ames Processed
Foods Company, Inc., and is vice president of Webster City Custom Meats.
"Ag is the love of my life," said
Walter, adding that it was especially
meaningful to gain recognition from
colleagues in all fields of agriculture
who share his sentiment.
"ISU has been among the most influential things in my life," he said. "In
1958, when I left the Eastern Iowa
farm where I grew up to pursue a
course of study at ISU, it was a major
turning point in my life."
26

ment in the 4-H program: "As a young
4-H member, I learned how to be responsible for projects and to manage a
business."
When asked what he predicted for
the
future of ag, Walter was optimisWalter was raised on a 200-acre
tic.
He said the current expansion of
livestock farm near Watkins, Iowa. He
the
free-enterprise
system indicated
earned both his Bachelor's and
to
him
that
this
system
will soon preMaster's degrees at ISU, became an
vail
worldwide,
and
the
increase in
instructor in the Department of Anipersonal
wealth
will
allow
more
people
mal Science where he taught for two
years, and was eventually named to to eat better.
"We will be ready," he said."As ISU
the ISU Animal Science Hall of Fame.
Some of his other accomplishments adapts to the changing times by proinclude serving as assistant to the ducing informed and capable gradupresident of the American Meat Insti- ates willing to meet the challenge, the
tute, ~nd as commodity broker for the'- future of ag appears to be a bright
,
Chicago Mercantile Exchange. His past one."
Walter'sadvicetostudentsis, "Work
honors include include being named
Iowa's 1985 Innovation Advocate by hard and develop your potential to the
Small Business Administration, the fullest. By being optimistic about the
SBA 1989 Small Business Person of future, and by learning to use the tools
the Year Award, and the Small Busi- that are provided here at Iowa State,
ness Person of the Year Award for today's ag students will graduate with
1990 by Ames Chamber of Commerce. the knowledge necessary to feed a
Walter said his corporate success changing world."
can be traced back to early involveFall 1991
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Undergraduate Clubs

Ag Biochemistry Club-Open to
anyone interested in biochemistry.
Activities include social events, a
Veishea display, and speakers at
monthly meetings. Contact Basil
Nikolau/294-9423
Ag Business Club-Open to all
agriculture majors but especially of
interest to ag business majors. The
club sponsors Ag Career Days and
regular club meetings feature guest
speakers. Contact Ron Deiter/2945346.
Ag Education Club-Professional
leadership development organization
to promote individual and group decision-making and cooperation among
agriculture educators. Contact Robert
Martin/294-0826.
Ag Studies/Farm Op ClubInvlved in monthly meetings, including spring and fall field trips, picnics,
and an annual banquet. The club
sponsors a Veishea food stand and
display. Contact Tom Baas/294-6924.
Ag Mechanization Club-Promotes an increased understanding of
agricultural mechanization, leadership
opportunities and fellowship among
members. Contact Victor Bekkum/
294-5145.
Agronomy Club-Promotes education and fellowship among students,
faculty and others interested persons
through trips, socials and speakers.
Contact Doug Steinkamp/294-9204.
Alpha Zeta- An honorary club
dedicated to scholarship, character and
leadership in agriculture. Activities
include mock interviews, service
projects and trips. Contact Kenneth
Larson/294-3281.
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Block and Bridle-The club orga- dent/294-3463.
ISU Furharvesters' Club-Connizes and coordinates activities that
provide students the opportunity to cerned with promoting the wise use of
practice leadership abilities. Contact fur-bearing animals through trapping.
Activities include field trips, giving
Brad Skaar./294-2242.
Dairy Science Club-Promotes trapping demonstrations and sponsorfellowship and leadership among stu- ing guest speakers. Contact Wayne
dents interested in the dairy industry. Rowley/294-1573.
Contact Dawn Hovey, president/292Meat Science Group-Stimulates
interest and promotes academic excel5856.
Entomology Club-Provides stu- lence in meat science. Hosts and asdents the opportunity to interact with sists in the American Meat Institute
one another on a personal and/or aca- Sausage Short Courses. Contact Dept.
demic level. Contact Wayne Rowley/ of Animal Science/294-1548.
National Agri-Marketing Asso294-1573.
Fisheries and Wildlife Biology ciation (NAMA)--Provides opportuClub-Encourages concern for and nity to contact professionals, discover
understanding of wildlife resources; internship opportunities, explore caprovides for interaction among stu- reers andgain marketable experience.
dents. Contact Animal Ecology De- Contact Robert Martin/294-0896.
part. /294-6148.
Pre-Vet Club-Monthly meetings
Food Science and Human Nu- inolt.lde speakers who give members a
trition-Promotes interest in the food chance to learn about the field of vetindustry and provides educational, erina;ym edicine. Activities include
social and recreational activities to its hayrack ride, vet school tours, picnics,
members. Contact Deland Myers/294- Veishea and Halloween pet costume
party. Contact Eric Zachary/296-2362.
5216.
Public Service and AdministraForestry-Creates social interaction among students and develops pro- tion-Exhists to promote information
fessional interest in modern forestry on careers and opportunities in PSA as
topics. Contact Joe Colletti/294-4912. it relates to agriculture and rural area.
Horticulture-People with a com- Contact Eric Hoiberg/294-1922.
mon interest in plants gather in a
Sigma Alpha-Provides opportusocial atmosphere to participate in nity for women to share career and
educational activities related to horti- academic interests relating to
culture. Contact the Horticulture agricultural fields. Contact Ken
Dept./294-0021.
Larson/294-7850.
International Ag Club-Open to
international ag majors and others
interested. Activities include annual
bake sale, Veishea display and monthly
meetings. Contact Julie Tritz, presi27

FARM BUREAU -- THE VOICE OF AGRICULTURE
Farm Bureau was organized by farmers to serve farmers. And it's still run by farmers. It's the largest general
farm organization in Iowa and the nation, and it's policies represent the majority opinion of farmers.
You can be a part of this organization which speaks for agriculture. A good place to start is by joining the
ISU Collegiate Farm Bureau Club. You'll be kept informed on agricultural issues which will impact your
future. You'll participate in lobbying activities and learn from experts in the agricultural community. For
more information, contact club advisor Vern Pierce, 294-5775.
Farm Bureau's mission is to improve net farm income and the quality of rural life. You can help the
organization reach that goal by becoming active now in the Collegiate Club. And later by joining a county
Farm Bureau. Together, we can make a difference for agriculture!

••-•

IOWA FARM BUREAU FEDERATION
5400 University Avenue, West Des Moines, Iowa 50265
515-225-5400

